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HCA is not presented as in [10] where the simulation of
crack required the coupling of CA (for the stress field and
This paper describes a method for modeling the natural cells) and complex parallel functions (for the cracks). It is a
peeling phenomenon over any 3D surface. Using crack succession of multiple simple cellular automata and
input
data—precomputed
with
a
semi-physical convenient “recursive cellular functions.”
solution—this method allows simulating peeling on any
type of triangulated 3D object. Our model’s main
advantage is that it proposes an method that is intuitive
enough to make it easy to understand and convenient to
apply, user controllable, and easily extensible—especially
to simultaneous natural phenomena. We first introduce the
general development of peeling over various materials.
Then, we present how to define groups of peeling, how to
determine a realistic and natural peeling order, and how to
simulate the rendering of two types of special peelings.
Finally, a set of graphical results concludes the paper,
presenting a series of direct peeling and curling patterns
using classical paintings or plastic-paintings simulated
materials.
Keywords. Computer Graphics, Cellular Automaton,
3DSCA, Peeling, Surface Simulation, multi-layer modeling
Natural Phenomena

Abstract

1. Introduction
There exist many natural phenomena with outer surface
layer. Until now, the effects of liquids—or semi-liquids
[15]—over
surfaces
with
their
corresponding
interactions—e.g. erosion, sedimentation—, as well as
several other surface natural phenomena—e.g. corrosion
and patina, crack propagation—, have been described in
several papers using Cellular Automata-like models [1, 3, 4,
5, 7, 9, 10, 17, 18]. This paper presents the next logical
extension of these research results: the simulation of layer
peeling.
Before any modeling, an initial observation of the
phenomenon is necessary. As shown in figure 1 presenting
some real pictures of peeling, we observe that several types
exist. A direct deduction that can be made is that the
peeling occurs over a surface material because of previous
crack propagations over the object’s first layer. That is why
a fracture model is necessary to study and design a realistic
peeling model. Any type of algorithm involving cracked
surface layers can be used. In our case, obviously, we use
as input crack pattern the result of “Crack Simulation using
3D Surface Cellular Automaton” [10].
In this paper, we present two approaches to generate
peeling over surface layers. We first briefly describe a
direct dynamic list approach without using 3DSCA, and
show how difficult the problem is to solve with this method.
In contrast, we then present in detail the method using a
hybrid cellular automaton (HCA). This time, however, the
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Figure 1 Pictures of the different types of peeling
Background. The study of peeling belongs to the field of
natural phenomena simulation as well as texturing research
topics. To be more specific, peeling in natural phenomenon
belongs to the domain of surface imperfections/details.
Nowadays the study of this topic is flourishing;
unfortunately, the restricted area of layer peeling is very
limited.
We can subdivide the background concerning surface
imperfections into two domains. On the one hand, physical
approaches propose realistic models but are largely
restricted by huge computational times and very
inconsistent resulting image qualities from relatively poor
[11] to excellent [18]. On the other hand, other models
propose less physics-based approaches, or even pure
intuitive models. Results are (often) good; especially
compared to the effort in implementing intuitive models;
nevertheless, they have a strong drawback, as they cannot
easily be extended.
Directly regarding the study of surface imperfections—and
especially the peeling topic—in the computer graphics
domain, several papers can b found such as dust
accumulation proposed in [12] using a “dust function”
similar to Phong’s specular reflection model. In the past five
years, Julie Dorsey and al. published three papers relative to
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surface imperfections: the change of appearance due to
flow sedimentation [4], model of metallic patina [3], and
more recently, the modeling and rendering of weathered
stone [5].
Concerning directly the peeling of layer, a unique
publication has been found [19]. The paper shows
impressive renderings of peeling—especially the teapot
ones—, however, this technique involved a semi-manual
texture selection, and the model is not based on a previous
study of crack propagation.
Overview. This paper is organized as follows. First,
section 2 presents direct peeling describing how to define
groups of peeling and how to determine a realistic order of
peeling. Second, section 3 describes techniques for
rendering partial peeling and explains major issues to be
solved. Then, section 4 presents graphical results with
different peeling patterns, using paintings and
plastic-paintings types of simulated material. Finally,
section 5 conclude this paper and proposes some of the
related future works.

second and main goal: the actual surface peeling. To
achieve this, we must resolve the following problems:
• Facet to facet peeling group continuity;
• Peeling group cracking angle between facets;
• Progressive peeling.
2.1 Problems to be solved
Facet to Facet Peeling Group Continuity. As previously
shown, the only direct borders of a peeling-group are the
surrounding cracks. Considering that the object has a
smooth continuity between facets—as proposed in the facet
side view figure 2(b)—the input-facets should not influence
at all the limits of these groups, and therefore from the two
triangular facets of figure 3(a) should be derived not
two—4(b)—but only one peeling-group—4(c).

2. A method using hybrid-CA
This section presents in detail our method for simulating
the peeling over the surface layer using hybrid cellular
automata. We show in particular that subdividing the
problem by steps that involve the interaction between cells
(e.g. CA or recursive cellular functions) can resolve
complex problems such as the peeling simulation.
Furthermore, in contrast to the crack model, we propose a
hybrid-CA that is very simple to understand and implement
—assuming general surface cellular automaton functions
have previously been designed.

Figure 2 The object’s surface definition side view; (a)

the layer surface (bolt line) depends directly on its facets’
plan; (b) the layer surface depends on a smooth
integration of facets

Direct Surface Elimination Peeling. The picture in figure
1(c) presents an example of natural direct surface
elimination peeling. In this phenomenon, peeling-groups
are directly eliminated from the object surface without
showing any particular effect on the layer; for more
sophisticated effects like elevations or curling, see the
Section 4 Special partial peeling rendering.
In this section, our first goal is very similar to the one
presented in Section 1: we must determine peeling-groups.
We would like, however, to find an easier method to design
and to program, and to be able to extend the method to our

Figure 3 Influence of input’s facet
Peeling-Groups Cracking Angle between Facets. Here,
we take the case where the layer surface is not derived from
a smooth approximation between input-facets (see figure 2).
During the peeling of the first layer, cracking tension
appears at edges where the angle—between corresponding
facets—is relatively large. These cracking tensions should
imply actual cracks at corresponding edges and therefore
influence the definition of peeling-groups.
In our model, the rupture limit is only a user-defined
constant—angle γ —, for a more realistic model, the
rupture limit should be computed as a function of the
material type, the layer thickness at edges, and the angle
between facets.
Taking the assumption that the γ angle limit is between
α and β in figure 2, edge 1 has a tension inferior to the
tolerance, therefore does not generate any fracture, and
results in a peeling-group type shown in figure 3(b). On the
other hand, edge 2 does not resist the peeling tension,
implying the generation of two peeling-groups (see figure
3(a)).
Progressive Peeling. As previously said, an instinctive
solution for the progressive peeling of a layer would be to
remove peeling groups by surface-size—from the smaller to
the larger. This solution however is unacceptable. For
instance, in figure 4, we present the peeling progression of
two peeling-groups, which have the same shape, but not the
same surfaces. The peeling-group A has about half the
surface area of peeling-group B. In Nature, the peeling of a
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layer area is not instantaneous: the peeling is progressive
from all cracked area at the same time. We call each regular
step of this progression a “peeling-level”. In the example,
and because group B has internal cracks, the maximum
peeling-level of A (level 7) is superior to the one of B
(level 6), that is why A should peel after B, even if the
surface area of A is much smaller. Note that once again, the
relationship time vs. natural phenomena is shown to be
crucial for generating realistic effects.

Now that the problem to be solved is defined, we
present in the following section our main hybrid cellular
automata data representation, i.e. the cell and the parallel
peeling structure.

2.2 Main data structures
Peeling cell structure. Figure 5 details the cell structure
needed for simulating peeling with our model of hybrid
multi-cellular automata.

Parallel peeling structure. Our task being to determine the
peeling-groups, a data structure is necessary. Figure 6
presents the peeling data structure we have chosen.
As shown, the structure is a two dimensional list of
pointers. The first dimension defines the peeling-groups,
and the second dimension is the list of the facets that share
this particular group.
Now that we have defined our goals, the problem to be
solved, and the main data structure of our model, let’s
present step by step the different techniques to generate
peeling, using different types of cellular automata. Two
Figure 4 Peeling generation
main tasks have to be accomplished: the first is to determine
The computation of the peeling-level all over the layer to the peeling-groups; the second is the correct order for
be peeled—using surface cellular automata—is one of the peeling these groups.
main issues to be resolved.

Figure 5 Details of the peeling hybrid-CA cell structure

Figure 6 Peeling data structure
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2.3 First task: Defining Peeling-Groups
Figure 7 summaries the task to define peeling-groups that
are described in the following paragraphs.

Figure 9 First steps of the peeling-group definition. (a)

Figure 7 Main steps of the peeling hybrid-CA model

cracked cellular regions; (b) assigning individual “group-id”
flag; (c) first set of peeling-groups

Step 1 General initialization. After loading the object
input-facets, we first define the regular cellular structure
[9], and download the pre- computed [10] cracked-segment
data list of the first layer (that consists of lists of 2D
segments over each facets).
We then initialize all cells with the NORMAL_CELL state.
For each crack segment projected onto the surface, we
assign to the corresponding cells the CRACKED_CELL state,
with peeling-level of zero, and a special UNKNOWN
group_id. This task does not involve any CA
functionalities.

Figure 10 Respective zoomed regions of schema figure 9
Step 2 Initializing random cell’s ‘group_id’. In the
following plates 2 and 3 (zoomed view), the transition
(a)Æ(b) presents the detail of this step.
Our task being to differentiate all peeling-groups, we
first assign to each of the n cells of NORMAL_CELL state
that have a cracked neighbor cell, a different group_id
number, from 1 to n—the order has no importance. To do so
we call the following surface cellular automaton
function—SCA-Function 1—for all cells C (see also cell’s
property of figure 5):

Figure 8 From input-triangles and crack segments to
peeling-groups; (a) input-triangles; (b) input-cracks; (c)
initialization of all cell’s peeling group-id; (d)
initialization of cracked cell’s; (e) first regrouping of
lowest group-id; (f) final peeling-groups
For example, using the simulation of a cracked lattice
figure 8—where image (a) represents the object
input-triangles and image (b) the lattice pre-computed
crack segments—, we obtain the change of state shown by
the transition image (c) to image (d) (see also rotated view
figure 9 image (a) and zoomed view figure 10 image (a)).

SCA-Function 1 Init crack’s neighbor
In figure 10, image (b) each peeling-group_id is symbolized
by a color. Notice in particular how difficult it is to
recognize contours.
Step 3 Deduction of a first peeling-group contour. Now
that all “PEELING CELL” state cells have a personal
identification, we would like for each peeling-group a
unique and not identical group_id. Even if peeling groups
have not been identified yet, for each of them a local
minimum group_id exists. To generate a first peeling-group
contour (see figure 10, image (c)), we then just need to find
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this minimum and share the id —among direct neighbors of
“PEELING CELL” state cells.
For this purpose, we could use directly a classical CA
function; for example, the one described in the
SCA-Function 2.

Figure 11 Complex crack
difficulties in the stabilization
SCA-Function 2 Finding
minimum with a CA function

group_id

shape

that

generate

local

Even if this function works well and has the advantage of
being reasonably simple, it has the weakness of being very
long to stabilize.
As all “PEELING_CELL” state cells are naturally linked
with a contour, we found a more efficient technique based
on recursion. The next SCA-Function 3 describes the first
part of this principle; this function is always coupled with
another function—in this particular case SCA-Function 4.

In the above figure, we can see that two cracks having
extremities very near input-triangles are sufficient to make a
double disconnection in the peeling-group identity. To solve
this issue, we simply have to recall the recursive
SCA-Function 4 until no more transformation of
peeling-group_id occurs. In the table figure 12, we present
in foreground (dark-grey) an example of stabilization
process where recursive calls were especially necessary
during the second step (9 times).

SCA-Function 3 Main recursive CA function
(*)

Here SCA-Function 4

These recursive functions cells are not called in a cellular
automaton manner; nevertheless, data transfers always
involve direct cellular neighbors (as in a classical CA),
which is why we called them “recursive semi-cellular
automaton” functions.
In the following function C is initialized to all not used
(see Cellular Automaton definition [9]) cells of state
“PEELING_CELL”.

Figure 12 Peeling-groups convergence
Step 5 Initialization of the peeling data structure. Now
that the first contour of the peeling-group is defined, the
peeling data structure (see figure 6) is initialized. This data
structure is very convenient for a direct access to
peeling-groups. It is especially useful when using recursive
semi-cellular automaton functions.

Step 6 Determination of peeling level. To be able to
simulate advanced peeling—see Partial-peeling Section
2(b))—such as the elevation of borders or even the curled
peeling, the progressive peeling takeoff from the layer must
be defined and memorized. In our model, this information is
SCA-Function 4 Recursive CA function: Lower PG
saved in the peeling-level field of each cell (see cell’s
exp. (see cell’s properties of figure 5)
parameters figure 5). Peeling-level is a prerequisite for
deducing a relation between time and peeling, based on
Step 4 Loop until stabilization. During the first steps of contours as the result of distance transformation functions
peeling-level and group determination, it occurs very [8].
frequently that a few peeling-groups are not well defined.
We found two causes for this problem. First, an input-facet This phenomenon—schematized in figure 4 and figure
respectively
corresponding
graphical
never perfectly matches the cellular grid in particular cases 13—shows
and therefore data-transfer difficulties occur at interpretation and results. In the resulting images, black
input-triangle edges (see section evaluation of this model). indicates cracked-cells, white non-takeoff surfaces, and
This phenomena, however, is rare. The second and main grays show values of peeling-level, the darker it is, the
reason is that crack segments form very complex shapes. higher the level. For instance, image (a) presents
As shown by figure 11 this shape can generate multiple cracked-cells; same for image (b) with level 1; image (c)
level 1 and 2; etc…up to (f) presenting level 1 to 5.
peeling-group identities in the same area.
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SCA-Function 7 Recursive CA function: Lower PG
exp. (see cell’s properties of figure 5)
The general algorithm of the presented model is described
in appendix.
The next section presents possible techniques for
rendering phenomena that are more sophisticated: peeling
with border elevation and curled peeling.
Figure 13 Progressive change of peeling level

3. Partial peeling

SCA-Function 5 presents a recursive solution to obtain the
above incrementation of peeling-level (note how simple
this function is). At this point, C (from the SCA-Function
3) is accessed directly with the Root cell coordinate
information in the peeling data structure.

It happened very often that peeled layers are partially taken
off; we call this phenomenon partial peeling. The
corresponding shapes can strongly varies, but we can
roughly classify them into the two following main types of
partial peeling:
• Border layer elevation (often due to corrosion), see
figure 14 schema (a) and (c);
• Curled layer, see figure 14 schema (b) and (d).

SCA-Function 5 Increase peeling level using recursion
Step 7 Peeling propagation. The definition of
peeling-groups is completed when no more cells have a
“NORMAL_CELL” state. When only one peeling contour is
defined, filling directly the inside of actual peeling-groups
(a)
(b)
is not an efficient solution, as we have to remember that it
is necessary to obtain the progressive change of peeling Figure 14 Side view of the partial peeling elevation—(a)
level (see figure 13:, image (f)). To propagate
peeling-group_id, the following SCA-Function 6 is used 3.1 Simple partial peelings
for all cells C (see also cell’s property of figure 5).

SCA-Function 6 Peeling id expansion (propagation)
Step 8 Loop until peeling completed. To compute the
maximum possible peeling, steps 3, 4, 6, and 7 are repeated
until the propagation of peeling is no longer possible.

2.4 Second Task: Reorder peeling-group
At this point of the model, peeling groups just have to be
removed from their layer, but not in any order (see figure
4). To find the correct order we use the peeling-level
parameter with the following SCA-Function 7.

The elevation phenomenon is often observed over corroded
metallic objects covered by a layer of soft plastic or any
type of paint (see figure 1, picture (d), and figure 14,
schema (a)). Its rendering is fairly easy to simulate as it
consists of assigning to its cell’s an additional height
(thickness t) proportional to its peeling level parameter pc
using a deaden function (saturated at T, for instance the two
ones shown figure 15). The major issue is that it involves
the simultaneous simulation of corrosion, and therefore
implies the study of a coupling corrosion and peeling model.
A solution to solve the simulation of such an interesting
natural is to link in parallel (e.g. plug-in) the current model
and the one we previously presented in [9]. In the current
study we much prefer to concentrate on the curling peeling
(figure 14, schema (b)).
pc
t = T.
(t)
1 + pc
T
or
pc
t = T.
2
1 + pc
(pc)
Figure 15 Deaden functions for simulating elevation
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The curling peeling is also a very common peeling and
happens often when recovering objects (e.g. pipes) with
inappropriate thick layers like dry plastic-paintings (see
figure 1, pictures (a) and (b)). This phenomenon can be
observed in Nature as well, especially on trees’ bark; we
find this particular subject to be an excellent topic of study
to reach in the CG-domain. The three-dimensional structure
re-construction of the cells, solids shrinking processes,
internal implied cracks, solids surface computation, and
their rendering involves relatively complex procedures,
which are out of the current domain, and will be presented
in our next publication. Nevertheless, the following section
4 briefly presents some plates of these phenomena.

4. Results
The first result concerns the convergence of our peeling
model; the evaluation of our method is presented as a
practical case. The second sub-section 5.2 proposes the
graphical view of the peeling in terms of data analysis over
the object surface. Finally, sub-section 5.3 presents the
actual peeling rendering of two examples.

4.1 Evaluation of our method
The previous diagram figure 12 shows the convergence (in
light gray) of the peeling-group determination of a scene
having about 1.8 millions cells reaching 99.9%
convergence was obtained after 28 steps in about 11
minutes using a SGI TM Indigo2 with 375 M of RAM and
an impact processor 10000 of 175 mHz. In the foreground
(dark-gray cones in perspective) is the stabilization of each

step (linearly proportional in time). We can observe that
stabilization was difficult mainly at the beginning; this was
due to data-transfer problems at input-facet edges. The
remaining difficulties (e.g. step 25) were also due to
data-transfer problems, probably at corners.
Figure 16 presents data views of all main steps of the
peeling. This scene involves about two million cells, and
was computed with the usual parameters in two hours
—3DSCA subdivision, pre-composition of the cracks,
renderings included.
• First picture (a) shows the cellular initialization to the
“cracked” state (in black) of the cells where
precomputed fractures have been generated.
• Pictures (b) to (d) the main task of the algorithm: the
regular CA-distance function simulation. Only one step
over 10 is shown in this sequence. Notice in particular
that most of the cells are from “long time” peeling (the
older Æ the darker) in the final image (d).
• Finally, pictures (e) to (j) present the progressive peeling
in correct order of the peeling-groups. This sequence
shows about one step over five.

4.2 Direct peeling
Peeling over a Simple Object. In figure 17, we propose a
first peeling of a pink-violet painting layer that covers a
copper lattice.
The scene involves about two hundred thousand cells
(only of the painting layer), and was computed and rendered
in about a half hour. Notice in particular that peeling-groups
are removed more often at edges, and that previously
cracked areas have remaining painting surface
imperfections.

Figure 16 Main steps of the peeling (views of the data)
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Figure 17 Direct peeling of a copper lattice with a thick pink painting layer
Peeling over a more sophisticated object. The examples
shown figure 18 presents the two main graphical steps
involving the peeling of a much more complex object: a
tiger made up of 2017 triangles (with a corresponding cell
number of about 1 million cells). Image (a) presents the
final step of the peeling-group analysis in terms of cell’s
data, and image (b), proposes an average step of the
automatic peeling of the painting layer; notice how
contrasted the colors are between the two different
materials, mainly due to specular parameters (gold vs.

painting). Complete first layer peeling and rendering were
executed in four hours.
Important note. The 3D-surfaces (hyper-textures) were
rendered using OpenGLTM graphical libraries [20]. For
more detail on the volumetric textures, refer to [9, 10, 13,
14], and concerning light/reflectance models for textures
and hyper-textures, refer to [2, 9].

Figure 18 Direct peeling of old tiger covered by a painting layer
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The below figure 21 presents the complete shrinking (i.e. up
to “saturation” of the solid structure) of a relatively complex
peeling-solid with a low cellular resolution. Notice how
As previously explained, the techniques involved in the complex the initial simple cellular structure becomes after
partial peeling simulation require detailed explanations and only few steps.
will therefore be the topic of a future publication.
Nevertheless, we briefly present in this section some
(b)
aspects of the partial peeling with four plates—figures 19 (a)
to 22.
One possible solution is to simulate the drying of the
layer upper region. Figure 19 proposes the corresponding
effects on the pre-computed cracked lattice: partial
elevation with strong shrinking of peeling-groups of a
cracked lattice. Notice the main differences with figure 17:
the under-layer metallic layer appears progressively and–of
course—peeling-groups are simultaneously curling and (c)
(d)
shrinking. The black ellipse indicates the more resistant
peeling-group, and the light gray rectangle the position of
the enlarged figure 20.

4.4 Partial-peeling: Curling & shrinking

(a)

(b)
(e)

(c)

(f)

(d)
Figure 21 Shrinking process on a single peeling-group

(e)

As shown by figure 22 (i.e. cut-section of figure 21-f with a
new camera position—see white arrow), pretty complex
are involved in the simulation of partial peeling.
(f) phenomena
For instance, we can notice the complexity of the solid
surface—e.g. curvature—and the new 3D fracture (see
black arrow) that occurred during peeling simulation.

Figure 19 Peeling with curling and under-layer traces

Figure 20 Enlarged part of figure 19 (d)
Figure 20 proposes an enlarged view of figure 19 (d)
showing only the peeling groups and the lattice initial
surface.
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5. Discussion
We have presented a convenient model for generating the
first layer peeling over any type of 3D object using a
method based on “hybrid cellular automaton”. We
explained the need for the use of surface CA techniques
instead of classical direct data analysis. Then we detailed
how to generate direct peeling. To easily improve the cell
functionalities, we proposed the combination of recursive
hybrid-CA functions and a parallel peeling data structure.
We then proposed two methods for rendering partial
peeling—direct elevation, and curling, and finally
presented a series of rendered images over a simple and a
fairly complex object for the direct peeling.
As an introduction only, we also presented some results
of the peeling-solid shrinking/curling model.
This advanced model of will soon be described in our next
paper. Nevertheless, many other aspects of the peeling
model remain to be improved, for instance, as corrosion
itself is a microscopic form of cracks and peelings, a more
challenging research topic would be coupling the peeling
and the crack model, to simulate a multi-layer interactive
form of material change of appearances.
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assistance and their daily services. Special thanks are also
due to Tonya Tomiyama and the journalist Pierre Pascau
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Appendix
Pseudo-code of the peeling algorithm.
1 Generate the 3DSCA object pre-analyzed (including: cellular
pre-computation, edge communication, and layer-surface
generation) [9];
2 Get pre-computed crack patterns (list of crack segments) [10]
3 Initialization of the peeling
3.1 Initialize cells
3.2 Regroup peeling cell
3.3 Initialized peeling group structure
4 While do_loop is true:
4.1 Propagation of the peeling inside group contours
4.2 Reset peeling group structure
4.3 do_loop Í verify peeling percentage
5 Actual first layer peeling
5.1 Reset (and recount) the n peeling groups
5.2 Determine peeling groups order
5.3 Loop i from 1 to n:
5.3.1 Remove cracked-cells border of all the peelings
scheduled at time i
5.3.2 Remove all peelings scheduled at time I
6 Partial-peeling [next paper for details]
6.1 Solids generation based on CA cells and material layers
6.2 Solids drying
6.3 Internal implied cracks
6.4 Solids surface computation
6.5 Their rendering
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